Deceased donor organs suitable for transplant are exceptionally scarce in the United States. Accurately estimating each candidate’s medical urgency is essential for organ allocation systems to save the greatest number of lives and meet federal performance goals, as stipulated in the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network Final Rule. Despite these considerable social and policy implications, the optimal statistical approach for quantifying medical urgency is unresolved, with wide variation in the analytic methods published in leading transplantation journals and federal regulatory or monitoring reports.

In October 2018, a new heart allocation policy replaced the previous 3-tiered system of medical urgency with a 6-tiered system, from status 1 (most urgent) to status 6 (least urgent). If a candidate does not meet standard criteria for a status, their transplant center can request an exception, which allows the candidate to be listed at a status due to perceived illness severity. Although the 2018 policy change was intended to decrease exception requests, the opposite has occurred, with centers now requesting exceptions for 1 in 5 adult heart candidates at initial listing.

Working with 2 independent research teams, the authors of this perspective sought to determine if exception candidates are as medically urgent as standard-criteria candidates. Our Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients (SRTR) cohort analyses, both published by The Journal of Heart and Lung Transplantation, had overlapping methods, results, and conclusions. However, differences in key statistical choices led to differences in our results. Motivated by this example, we highlight the challenges in statistical analysis of pretransplant medical urgency and collectively propose a set of best analytic practices that are generalizable to all deceased donor organ allocation.

**Statistical practices to follow when analyzing the medical urgency of transplant candidates**

**Risk adjustment should reflect the study question**

In both of our papers, pretransplant mortality was estimated by exception status, adjusting only for candidates’ medical urgency status. Neither analysis adjusted for other factors that predict mortality, such as hemodynamics, comorbidities, or mechanical circulatory support device history. This was intentional. Medical urgency status should fully capture the risk of pretransplant mortality of an adult on the heart waiting list. Adjusting for additional covariates is often inappropriate as the current heart allocation policy is blind to these additional prognostic indicators, using medical urgency status alone.

We recommend that researchers consider their research question when deciding whether and how to adjust statistical models, especially in the setting of policy analysis.
Do not ignore deaths during inactive periods

Another analytic consideration is how to handle inactive time, when a candidate remains on the waiting list but temporarily stops receiving organ offers. Many pretransplant deaths occur during inactive periods, as candidates who become too sick for transplant are often made inactive instead of delisted in the hope that they will recover. There is no existing best practice recommendation on how to encode medical urgency status while a patient is inactive. One approach is to treat “inactive” as a unique status in heart allocation (i.e., separate from medical urgency statuses 1-6). However, we believe this approach can obscure important information about the mortality risk of a given status, which might be mediated by inactive time. That is, moving to inactive status does not change the nature of the urgency status previously met and may even be on the causal pathway to a poor waitlist outcome. For future research, we recommend the approach of carrying forward both medical urgency and exception status into inactive periods, so that mortality is attributed to the most recently requested status and most recent criteria met.

Consider time-varying covariates and avoid “immortal time bias”

In both of our papers, a time-dependent covariate approach to handle frequent changes in candidates’ medical urgency and exception status over time was used (see Supplemental Table 1 for an example). Two alternatives to time-dependent covariates are frequently used. First, candidates can be analyzed in groups defined by their initial covariates at baseline (e.g., listing or a landmark start time). This approach is also statistically correct and has been used to create medical urgency scores, such as the model for end-stage liver disease. However, this approach estimates mortality after having a particular covariate value at baseline, while our models estimated mortality while having a particular covariate value; this distinction may be important, depending on the policy goals. Second, a researcher could “look into the future” and create a static covariate that summarizes a candidate’s entire waitlist history. For example, a researcher could code a binary “ever exception” flag that is positive if the candidate ever received an exception during their wait for transplant. This approach, however, is statistically inappropriate and should not be used. In particular, this approach leads to “immortal time bias” due to creating periods where a candidate cannot die by construction and would underestimate mortality at exception status.

Use cause-specific hazards, not subdistribution hazards, to assess medical urgency

The cause-specific hazards model and the subdistribution hazards (i.e., Fine-Gray) model are 2 options for analysis of competing events (e.g., heart transplant and death before heart transplant). Both of our papers used a cause-specific hazards model, and we recommend this approach for analyses that aim to compare the relative medical urgency of different candidates on the waiting list. The Fine-Gray model targets the cumulative incidence of pretransplant mortality, which is directly affected not only by medical urgency but also by covariates that solely affect the rate of transplant. For example, transplant candidates with blood type O might have a higher cumulative incidence of pretransplant mortality due to lower access to transplant, but blood type O candidates are not more likely to die without a transplant compared with similar candidates with non-O blood types. In contrast, a cause-specific hazard captures the instantaneous risk of death among candidates who have not yet undergone transplant and, under certain conditions, can approximate the risk of death in a world without transplant.

It is important to recognize that cause-specific hazard models are potentially susceptible to informative censoring bias when candidates who are more likely to die are also more likely to get a transplant (and be censored). To mitigate this bias, causal inference methods, such as marginal structural models, could be considered.

Primary outcome for medical urgency remains controversial

A key difference between our analyses was in our choice of outcome. Golbus et al used a composite outcome of waitlist removal due to death or deteriorated condition, whereas Johnson et al used an outcome of pretransplant death within 60 days of waitlist removal. The latter choice, to use deaths after delisting, mirrors the pretransplant mortality metric in SRTR program reports, which also follows patients after removal to capture pretransplant deaths. Considerations for this type of analysis include the completeness of data on deaths after delisting, impact of removal on patient quality of life, and how to define a candidate’s medical urgency or exception status when no longer on the waiting list. Johnson et al carried forward candidates’ last medical urgency and exception status for up to 60 days after delisting. Beyond 60 days, it might be more difficult to justify assigning a postremoval death to a candidate’s last medical urgency and exception status. Another consideration is when to censor patients without a recorded death: at removal or at some point after removal (e.g., 60 days). The latter approach has been recommended to avoid the “ascertainment bias” that may result when follow-up is extended only for patients who experience the event (i.e., death). Of course, this analysis would ideally have access to complete death data after removal, as candidates are “assumed alive” in the absence of a death record.

For future work, we recommend that outcome and follow-up decisions be context specific and, ideally, explored in sensitivity analyses. Removal due to deteriorated condition is a patient-relevant outcome, and composite outcomes often have more events, which increases the precision of confidence intervals. Pretransplant death, however, might be more relevant for a mortality research question and does not depend on center-reported removal codes.
Case study: Medical urgency statuses in heart transplant candidates

To illustrate the impact of these decisions on pretransplant mortality, we estimated hazard ratios by urgency status in adults listed for single-organ heart transplant from October 18, 2018, through December 31, 2022, with follow-up through March 2023. We considered 3 possible cause-specific Cox models with medical urgency status as a time-dependent covariate (Table 1, Figure 1). When status was not carried forward into inactive time, mortality while inactive was higher than at any urgency status and confidence intervals for statuses 1 to 4 were wide. When status was carried forward, hazard ratios were similar although slightly closer to the null when the outcome was death only, compared with a composite outcome of death or deteriorated condition.

Conclusion

Estimating medical urgency is a cornerstone statistical task for organ allocation systems. Statistical methods that use time-varying covariates, cause-specific hazards, motivated risk adjustment, and deaths during inactive periods are often best practice and should be adopted in the appropriate context.
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